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About This Game

This game is shooting.

Select a stage on the menu screen and defeat the emerging adversary with a arrow of an angel.
When the angel 's HP becomes 0, the stage will be retried.

If you defeat all enemies it will be completely clear and medals will be shown on stage selection.

Depending on the stage items appear, and ability of an angel will be upgraded.
However, upgrading is effective only after the stage you obtained.

Operation is done with the keyboard or Xbox 360 controller.
Save is done automatically in the stage clear.
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Breath of fresh air in the shoot 'em up category. I would consider this game is a puzzle shooter, kind of like Portal meets GTA
meets a Super Mario side scroller. I particualrly like the gun mechanics, which take a while to get used to but add a level of
realism lost on modern games. It also harkens back to the days of the NES and SNES... if you die, you start over. there is not
autosave every 5 seconds, so prepare to run levels over and over until you get it right!. Pretty fun game, it's worth the 70cent I
paid.. Overall this is a pretty enjoyable game. It has a fair bit of that old-school RTS feel with an updated play style. Don't
expect to be playing a modern Company of Heroes, more an updated Act of War or C&C Generals type of game. The updates
have been stretched out but usually enjoyable and worth it. The include of navy is a rare addition to RTS games these days, and
a very welcome one.

Overall, if you enjoy a good, simple RTS without crazy micro-mechanics, good graphics, and fairly solid gameplay, give it a buy
and enjoy.. very nice game ). I feel scared and stupid. Worth it.. Sigh...what a disappointment.

The trailer looks promising, with a unique color palette aesthetic and interesting enemy sprites. The gameplay seemed to mix old-
school arcade shooters with modern bullet hell titles.

While Red Death does offer gameplay like that, it's incredibly shallow. Enemy design is limited, bullet patterns are predictable,
the framerate drops to a chug every few seconds, the music is dull and listless, and there are only three levels. It took me about
20 minutes to get to the end of this game.

And the worst part? The writing, oddly enough, as you'd think the writing in an arcade shooter shouldn't matter. But as the game
attempts at presenting a narrative throughout the levels there's nothing you can do to skip the spelling errors, grammatical errors,
egregiously unnecessary profanity, and stupid story. Does Lovecraft really need to be shoved into everything? No.

For $0.50 I guess I can't complain too much, but if I found this in a real arcade, I'd pop my two quarters in once and never come
back to it.. The game looks decent and is fun to play. While it starts very easy the difficulty rises up to the point that you get
completely stuck and cannot continue. The difficulty of the later levels can only be overcome by grinding skill points and the
only way to do that is repeating earlier levels again and again and again.

The successful completion of a level earns you gems (skill points). If you fail to win you get nothing and winning a level you
already played before gives you far less gems than the first time.

The game has many positive aspects that all become irrelevant because of the endless grinding it forces you to.. great stuff.
Nobunaga 12 Kakushin IS my favorite Nobunaga game, even today!
But I am giving it a DOWNVOTE!

Stupid Koei thinks he can trick ppl by selling a 2005 game in 2015, with FULL price(at 2015 launch on steam)!
Typical, so typical that you wonder why you would be suprised again!

Plus, relaunching a 2005 game with no opitimization whatsoever.
People are complaining about unable to boot the game, no localizations, no 1080p support, no nothing!
Koei is like, what? Did you just say some thing?

I understand you can get around to boot the game, to change the resolution by going to registery and modifying registry values
and stuff, but cmon, it's your job, KOEI!. I played Dark Scavenger and had alot of fun with that game so was curious about this
platform game from the same developer. As someone who grew up with old school platformers I gotta say this is one of the best
platformer games I've ever played. The levels are always interesting with new mechanics thrown in as you progress. The
checkpoints are frequent and deaths always feel like your own fault. I'm also really digging the story that is well integrated into
the gameplay and never slows things down. I totally recommend this game and advise anyone that's into fast challenging
platformers to try this game out. Within the first 15 minutes you'll know if this game is right for you and I'm glad I picked it up.
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Although the idea of the game is interesting, I cannot recommend it. The main cause is that the tutorial is close to non-existent,
which makes the game very difficult to learn. There is alot to be improved and polished about it.. +300 level up. My 4 and 7
year old approve of this game.

My wife....not so much.. +[Paramedic Alfred Anderson] is my favourite character. I am always play with he! :happymeat:

I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Do you love America? Buy it!
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